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Background
Tuberculosis (TB) is a leading cause of mortality from infectious disease [1]. Most cases of
TB are curable with cost-effective antibiotics, involving 6-9 months of treatment and cure
rates approaching 90% in well-implemented programmes [2]. However, TB control is being
challenged by the emergence and continuing spread of multi-drug-resistant TB (MDR-TB).
MDR-TB presents real challenges that are disproportionate to its relative burden. Secondline treatment for MDR-TB can cost a hundred times as much as that of drug-sensitive TB,
and lasts for upto two years, with drugs that can cause severe side effects [3,4]. With
treatment outcomes being far poorer than those of drug-sensitive TB [5,6], there is an urgent
need for second-line treatment that is more effective, more tolerable and more widely
affordable than at present. Recent developments, such as the new WHO recommendation of
a second-line TB regimen lasting 9-12 months, represent important steps in this direction [7].
The diagnosis of drug resistance also presents major challenges, with drug sensitivity testing
(DST) typically being conducted through the growth of the organism in laboratory culture in
the presence of drugs [8,9]. This method is costly, resource-intensive and can take weeks to
provide a result: DST is therefore typically only provided to a small minority of patients
[10,11]. The resulting delays in recognizing a patient’s drug resistance mean missed
opportunities for controlling the transmission of MDR-TB. Therefore, there is a need for new
diagnostic tests that can detect drug resistance at the same time as providing a TB
diagnosis (so-called ‘upfront’ DST), so that a patient can be initiated on the correct treatment
from the outset.
New and emerging technology offers fresh prospects for addressing these needs. For
example, GeneXpert is a rapid molecular diagnostic test that offers diagnosis for TB and for
rifampicin-resistance (often a good correlate for MDR-TB) in a matter of hours [12,13]. Other
emerging technologies are improving on the ability of GeneXpert to be deployed in
secondary and even primary healthcare settings, as close to the patient as possible [14]. In
future, with sufficiently lowered costs, such tests could make it feasible for most patients to
know their drug resistance status at the point of TB diagnosis.
Improving our control of MDR-TB, then, requires not only better treatment outcomes, but
also more efficient and timely diagnosis. Mathematical modelling of TB transmission offers a
useful tool for assessing the potential impact of such improvements in future [15]. While
there is limited data on MDR burden and trends across the world (particularly on the
sizeable MDR burden that goes undetected each year), mathematical models – by capturing

the transmission dynamics of MDR-TB – can cast light on how improved diagnosis and
treatment might alter the world’s MDR-TB epidemic.
Overview of the analysis
Figure 1 illustrates the model structure, a simplified version of a model that has been
described in detail elsewhere [16]. Briefly, a given population is divided into the different
compartments shown in the figure, each compartment reflecting states of infection,
diagnosis and treatment. Flows between compartments (including the transmission of TB
and MDR-TB) are captured by a series of ordinary differential equations.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the model structure. Shown in boxes are population compartments,
with DS denoting drug-sensitive infections and MDR denoting MDR infections. For clarity, not
shown on the figure are mortality rates from each compartment, and births into the population.
See text for further description.

Compartments in Figure 1 are as follows: Uninfected individuals (U); latent infections (L);
those with active, infectious disease (D); patients on first-line treatment (T); patients on
second-line treatment (S); and those who are cured, whether spontaneously or through
treatment (C).

Terms annotating arrows show the rates and proportions associated with flows between
compartments. Terms in red relate to the interventions explored here, namely: the proportion
of patients having DST at the point of TB diagnosis (p) and the rate of effective cure of MDRTB with second-line TB drugs (c2). Other coefficients are: the proportion of infections
progressing ‘rapidly’ to active disease (k); the rate of breakdown to active disease (a); the
rate at which active cases are diagnosed and initiated on treatment (d, calibrated to yield
incidence and prevalence); the rate of acquisition of multi-drug-resistance while on first-line
treatment (m, calibrated to yield WHO estimates for MDR amongst previously treated
cases); the rate at which MDR cases on first-line treatment are switched empirically to
second-line treatment (s); and the rate of relapse and reinfection amongst cured cases (r).
The nonlinear dynamics of transmission are captured through the force-of-infection terms
(λ), defined in the upper-right corner of the figure, and depending on the prevalence of
infectious cases, IDS and IMDR. Here, the infectiousness terms βDS and βMDR are calibrated
against incidence, prevalence and the proportion of new cases having MDR-TB.
We modeled ‘better diagnosis’ as an increase in the proportion of patients having upfront
DST, and initiating appropriate treatment as a result (thereby increasing the proportion p in
Figure 1). We modeled ‘better treatment’ with the hypothetical scenario of a new, improved
second-line regimen having the same duration and cure rates as first-line treatment (thereby
increasing the rate c2 in Figure 1).
Free parameters in the model are: (i) the infectiousness of drug-susceptible TB (infections
per case per year), (ii) the infectiousness of MDR-TB, (iii) the average duration of
infectiousness of a TB episode, and (iv) a patient’s rate of acquisition of multi-drug
resistance while on first-line treatment. We calibrated these model parameters to capture
WHO estimates for TB and MDR-TB burden in different regions of the world, as described
below.
Data inputs
We used World Health Organization (WHO) estimates for annual TB incidence and
prevalence for 219 countries worldwide [1]. For MDR-TB burden we used available WHO
estimates for the proportion of incident TB cases having MDR-TB (both amongst new cases
and those with previous treatment history). The model was calibrated to simultaneously
meet these targets for the years available. Model fitting was conducted by likelihood
maximization, using the WHO uncertainty intervals to construct a joint likelihood function.
To accommodate regional differences in TB epidemiology in a simple way, we aggregated
countries by WHO region, finding separate model calibrations for each region. These
regions, identified in [17], are designated as: the Americas (AMR); European (EUR);
Western Pacific (WPR); South-East Asian (SEA); Eastern Mediterranean (EMR); and African
(AFR) regions. However, this grouping masks significant MDR variation within the European

region, including countries having some of the world’s highest MDR-TB rates. Accordingly
we defined ‘Europe high-burden’ as those countries in which over 10% of new cases are
estimated to have MDR-TB: a grouping including the Russian Federation, Belarus,
Kazakhstan, and other high-burden countries from the former Soviet Union.
HIV is another important factor, with HIV/TB coinfected patients having a much higher risk of
developing active TB than HIV-negative patients [18,19]. In Sub-Saharan Africa, the
emergence of HIV in the 1990s was a major driver in the expansion of the TB epidemic there
[20]. Accordingly we used a modified version of the model to take into account TB/HIV
dynamics for the AFR region alone, using WHO data for the proportion of TB cases that are
HIV coinfected, together with UNAIDS projections for future HIV burden and coverage of
antiretroviral therapy.
Results
Figure 2 shows the lives saved each year in each of the regions being simulated. In each
shaded area the lower boundary, representing a ‘low-MDR’ scenario, is obtained by
calibrating the model to the lower limits in WHO estimates for the proportion of new and
previously treated cases that are MDR. Likewise, the upper boundary represents a ‘highMDR’ scenario, drawn from the upper limits of WHO burden estimates. Bold curves running
through the middle of each area arise from the midpoints of WHO estimates. Aggregating
the latter over all regions yields the global estimates for lives saved that are presented in the
main text. Table 1 below shows the cumulative lives saved from 2016 to 2025, under each of
the interventions modeled here.
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Table 1. Cumulative lives (in thousands) saved by region and intervention, from 2016 – 2025.
‘Low’, ‘Mid’ and ‘High’ represent scenarios for MDR burden, corresponding to the shaded regions in
Fig.2
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Figure 2. Model projections for annual lives saved under different interventions. Under ‘better
diagnosis’, 80% of MDR-TB cases are initiated on appropriate (second-line) treatment at the point of
TB diagnosis. ‘Better treatment’ refers to a hypothetical second-line regimen having the same
duration and treatment outcomes as current, first-line treatment. The figure assumes a linear scale-up
over the first three years shown. Shaded areas illustrate ranges of outcomes associated with the
range in WHO estimates for MDR burden (see text).

Model limitations
Because of the gaps in our knowledge of the epidemiology of MDR-TB, the purpose of this
model is to provide broadly illustrative, but not necessarily definitive, scenarios. For
example, we have calibrated using WHO estimates for incidence and prevalence, which
themselves arise from a model. We have also not taken account of the wide uncertainty
intervals in WHO estimates of overall TB burden. Such uncertainty could translate to wide
variation in the model findings. The model also adopts a much-simplified biology of MDR-TB.
For example, the uncertainties around the natural history of TB apply also to MDR-TB [21].
Moreover, with MDR involving resistance to both first-line drugs isoniazid and rifampicin, the
emergence of drug resistance may not be as simple as a single, per-capita rate applied to
those on first-line treatment [22,23]. In light of these and other uncertainties, these results
should be interpreted as being one set of futures (amongst several) that is consistent with
our current understanding of TB and MDR TB burden.
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